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Wide choice

TWo models, many versions.

The two models in the New Holland Roll-Belt™ 

baler range can be specified to suit different 

operations. Both produce a 1.20m wide bale with 

a maximum bale diameter of up to 1.50m on the 

BR7060 and up to 1.80m on the BR7070. 

Both models use the unique bale formation 

system, using rollers and belts.
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Twine or net

To suit your specific requirements 

both models are available with the Bale 

Command Plus™ system, which gives 

twine wrapping or net wrapping options.



The unique concepT ThaT  
makes The besT round bales.
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Rely on the professionals

New Holland, the Specialist round baler manufacturer, has always been 

at the forefront of crop rolling techniques. Ever since round balers made

their first appearance New Holland has been improving the principle. 

The new variable chamber models BR7060 and BR7070 are the latest 

examples of this continuous development process.

Up to 25% more bales per day

Smooth, efficient collection and transportation of the 

crop from windrow to bale results in a significant 

output increase. The standard flow windguard can 

be fitted with a plate or a roller front extension to 

further improve flow in certain crops. The BR7000 

models featuring the fork type feeder have long stroke 

tines that reach right to the back of the pick-up and 

deliver the crop to the bale chamber floor. This gives 

enhanced crop control and a more even crop layer, 

allowing the baler to work at a higher travel speeds.

Excellent appearance

In hay, straw or silage, New Holland 

Roll-Belt™ balers produce bales with 

a perfect shape and a clean finish. 

New Holland has the technology and 

has proven to be the unchallenged 

leader when it comes to rolling bales.
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Fully auTomaTed bale FormaTion.

Automatic wrapping

The New Holland Bale Command Plus™ system includes a fully automatic  

twine or net wrapping control system. You can select the bale size at which  

the wrapping cycle will begin. For twine you can use one of the three pre-

programmed wrapping patterns or you can install your own. The number of  

net wraps can be selected between 1.5 and 6 with quarter rotation increases.

Bale shape indication

For optimum bale shape and density even when operating in irregular 

windrows, the Bale Command Plus™ system provides a bar graph indication  

of the bale chamber filling. For equal filling, the operator can guide the baler  

to one side according to the indications on the bar graph.

More than wrapping

The Bale Command Plus™ system provides information about major baler 

functions and controls the major settings: bale chamber filling left/right, 

near full bale warning, status of the wrapping control actuator, bale ready for 

ejection, status of the CropCutter™ control system, total bale count, field  

bale count, twine bale count, net bale count, cut bale count, the list goes on.

bale command plus™ sysTem
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FeaTures ThaT counT.

Wide net applicator 

With the New Holland EdgeWrap™ system, 

net is brought to the bale by  

an the exclusive duckbill net applicator. 

The system penetrates in the bale chamber 

for positive wrapping material delivery. 

The duckbill net applicator is wider than 

the bale chamber, providing coverage 

of the bale edge. The use of wide net 

provides over the edge coverage.

Rollers and belts

The combination of rollers and belts produces 

the best bales. The rollers ensure a quick core 

start and a positive rolling action in all crops. 

The belts provide a uniform density and a 

perfect bale finish. Bale density is achieved  

by a combination of springs, which are active 

during the formation of the edible core, and  

a hydraulic belt tensioning system that is 

responsible for the overall bale density.  

The “Mini-Rough-Top” surface of the belts 

adds to positive rolling in any crop. 

The largest pick-up on the market

The heaviest swaths from today’s largest combines are 

cleaned from the roughest field with no problem. The 

2-stage fork feeder, the flow sustaining windguard, creates a 

transition area where the crop flow is perfectly controlled  

for a smoother and more even crop transfer. 
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The operator is in control

Equal bale chamber filling left and right and wrapping 

cycle control in twine or net are both controlled by  

the Bale Command Plus™ system. In large or small 

field, the operator will be able to get the maximum  

out of the New Holland BR Roll-Belt™ balers.

Long reach 2-stage feeding

New Holland BR7000 Roll-Belt™ balers with the 2 metre pick up are 

specified with the two-stage fork feeder. The tine path of the Models 

BR7060 and BR7070 reaches close to the pick-up and extends far to 

the rear, giving a smoother crop transition to the floor roller. Feeding 

the crop in two stages assists the loosening of any lumps, making a 

smoother crop layer, for consistent bale density and high field speed.



pick-ups ThaT boosT daily ouTpuT.

High pick-up reliability keeps you going

Shot peened high tensile steel pick-up tines, chrome pins  

in the pick-up reel drive chain and the use of dual cam tracks 

keep the pick-up going day after day, season after season. 

pick-ups
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pick-ups ThaT boosT daily ouTpuT.

Windguards that add to the overall performance

In addition the windguard can be fitted with a plate or roller  

extension kit. This is hinged and will normally be in its lower  

position to control the crop flow of lighter windrows. With heavier 

windrows, the extension will be lifted higher and also the rear part  

of the windguard can lift, creating a flexible crop transit area with 

optimum crop flow control. 

Field efficiency

Large swaths left behind today’s massive combines, or wide windrows 

produced by the biggest hay and silage making equipment are handled 

with ease by the 2.00 metre wide pick-up.

Gentle crop lifting

112 or 128 curved tines with close spacing, gently lift the crop. 

The profile of the pick-up cam ensures a positive crop transfer to the 

feeder and reduces the tine flicking action and as such the possibility 

for the pick-up to throw stones forward. The cam position can be 

adapted easily to reduce the distance between the pick-up and the 

feeder. A high pick-up speed, linked to a high feeder speed, increases 

the intake of crop, by presenting the crop in an even, flat layer  

to the bale chamber, resulting in high field speed two stub  

augers ensure a permanent cleaning of the pick-up corners  

and a perfect filling of the bale sides.

9
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high volume,  
consisTenT crop Feeding. 

Feeders

Unmatched overall capacity

The BR7000 models produce firm and 

perfectly shaped bales at a high rate. A 

regular crop layer is swiftly transferred 

from pick-up to bale chamber. The well 

controlled crop mat allows a faster travel 

speed and results in a better bale shape.
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Regular feeding

The two-stage fork feeder features a double 

crank. Its balanced action provides even, regular 

feeding and smooth machine operation. The 

tines have a long reach to ensure a smooth crop 

transfer; they reach close to the pick-up and 

deliver the crop far to the rear.

Hydraulic reversing

In the event of a blockage, clearing can 

be achieved manually using a wrench. 

The reverser uses the knife engagement 

hydraulics and the operation is controlled 

by the Bale Command Plus™ system.

No escape

The shape of the tines and knives, 

as well as their configuration, 

ensures that all the crop is cut.
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bale FormaTion

perFecT round bales.

Impressive bale appearance

The new windguard configurations of the Models BR7060 and BR7070, including the Flow Sustaining 

Flexible Windguard, prepare for a perfect bale, by ensuring an even well-controlled crop layer. The feeding 

and bale rolling system of the New Holland Roll-Belt™ baler offers perfect bales of the right density  

and size, together with excellent appearance. The bales can be handled and stored with full confidence.
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The density you like

A bale-forming cavity, with spring controlled belt 

tension, produces a bale core that is less liable to 

moulding. As the bale grows, a unique hydraulic 

pressure system provides the belt tension. It is  

easy to adjust and gives the right density for 

perfect storage and long conservation. Even when 

rolling large diameter bales or when making high-

density bales, the self-contained hydraulics provide 

consistent density right up to the outer layers.

A firm grip

Six endless belts, with the exclusive “Mini 

Rough Top” surface, constantly control bale 

rotation, producing bales with uniform density 

that keep their perfect shape during handling 

and storage. For extremely wet conditions, a 

“Serpentine Roller kit” with loops is available, 

to prevent excessive silage wrappage. Endless 

belts have a long operating life.

Rollers provide a smooth start

Three formation rollers, two mounted on a pivoting 

sledge and one fixed, form a cavity that is ideal for 

initial bale formation. These rollers are driven to ensure 

an immediate start. Also the floor roller, which carries  

a major portion of the weight of the growing bale, is 

driven, contributing significantly to longer belt life.

Continuous field work

An efficient bale kicker makes 

sure the tailgate can be closed 

after ejecting a bale without the 

need to reverse the tractor.
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TWine Wrapping

The choice is yours.

Double twine wrapping

The AutoWrap™ twine application 

system has 2 telescopic twine arms. 

They extend as they move from the 

centre to the side to ensure perfect 

twine delivery on the bale surface. 

Two leaf springs inside 

each tube, provide the 

correct twine tension, while 

allowing easy twine starting. 

Wrapping is automatic and 

the number of turns can be 

specified. A closed gearbox 

controls the arm movement 

for reduced maintenance 

and less risk of operational 

interruption.
Net or twine loading and storing

Whichever version of the BR7000 

Baler is specified, there is ample 

storage for twine and/or net. 
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neT Wrapping

edgeWrap™ neT Wrapping.

Wide net application

The unique 1.3 metre wide EdgeWrap™ duckbill 

system at 1.3 metre is wider than the 1.2 

metre bale chamber, this feature means that 

with standard 1.2 metre net the bale edges are 

covered giving fantastic looking bales.  

When 1.3 metre net is used the net spread  

over each edge is even more prominent.  

All net application controls are centralised  

in the Bale Command Plus™ system.

The duckbill: fast and sure

The exclusive duckbill net applicator actually 

places the net physically onto the bale virtually 

eliminating mis-wraps, the start of net 

application is immediate and controlled. 

As the net is automatically metered 

onto the bale, the pre-set amount 

of wrapping material is applied to 

provide optimal coverage  

at minimum cost.



daily ouTpuT

FeaTures ThaT keep  
you on your TracTor.
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Stay in the seat

Both BR7000 models have an audible slip clutch protection on the  

pick-up. The ratchet clutch prevents mechanical overload and allows  

the operator to continue baling without having to leave the tractor  

should the pick up become obstructed. 

Large side panels

Accessibility to all baler areas that require routine maintenance 

has been made easy. The large one-piece side-panels with 

gas struts are sturdy and require virtually no effort to open 

or close. Maintenance time is reduced to a minimum.

Rely on the twine introduction

Two leaf springs inside the twine delivery tubes not only provide the  

right twine tension but also ensure a swift start of the wrapping cycle.

Long chain life

Automatic chain lubrication is carried out with 

brushes. The central oil pump has 8 distribution 

pipes through which all the chains are lubricated. 

The system cycle starts automatically each time that 

the tailgate is opened. Chain tension springs have 

tension indicators for easy adjustment, longer  

chain life and quieter machine operation.

Extending bearing life

For easy servicing and checking, 

major bearings are all extra 

heavy duty and externally 

mounted, away from the crop.

A central greasing system helps 

provide quick maintenance.



BeyoNd tHe pRoduct

Customer support18

tRaINed to GIVe you tHe BeSt SuppoRt
Your dedicated New Holland dealer technicians 
receive regular training updates. These are carried 
out both through on-line courses as well as intensive 
practical field based courses. 
This advanced approach ensures your dealer will 
always have access to the skills needed to look after 
the latest and most advanced New Holland products. 

do Not RISk youR macHINe’S lIfe. 
alwayS cHooSe  cNH INduStRIal 
GeNuINe paRtS!

uNlImIted SuppoRt  
foR uNlImIted SatISfactIoN
New Holland gives you all the support you need, 
especially during the season with fast-track 
solutions: because your harvest can’t wait!  
In addition, New Holland drives and tracks  
the solution you need, keeping you informed:  
until you are 100% satisfied!
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 models Br7060 Br7070
Feeder type  Fork Fork
Bale Size
Diameter Min. / Max. (m) 0.9 / 1.5 0.9 / 1.8
Width (m) 1.2 1.2
Driveline
PTO speed (rpm) 540 540
Protection  Slip Clutch Slip Clutch
PTO power (Min.) [kW/hp(CV)] 45/65 52/70
Hydraulic valves Min. / Max.  2 / 4 2 / 4
Pick-up
Width - DIN 11220 (m) 2 2
Number of tines / Tine bars  112 / 4 112 / 4
Flow sustaining windguard  l l

Plate type front extension  O O
Roller type front extension  – –
Pick-up wheels  4.8x4-8x4ply 4.8x4-8x4ply
Hydraulic pick-up lift  l l

Feeding
Pick-up  2 converging augers 2 converging augers
Feeding system  Two stage fork Two stage fork
CropCutter™ system  – –
Type  – –
Number of knives  – –
CropCutter™ engagement  – –
Knife protection  – –
Bale Formation
Type  Roll-Belt™ Roll-Belt™
Pivoting formation rollers  3 3
Belts  6, endless 6, endless
Belts surface  Mini-Rough-Top (MRT) Mini-Rough-Top (MRT)
AutoWrap™ twine version
System   Mechanical Mechanical
Twine Storage   6 l + 5 O 6 l + 5 O
Twine pattern   Centre to side Centre to side
Twine start   Automatic Automatic
Twine arms   Twin, telescopic Twin, telescopic
Wrap choices (turns) 10, 14, 18, 22 10, 14, 18, 22
Bale Shape Indicator   Electronic Electronic
Bale Command Plus™
Net wrapping system   Electronic / duckbill Electronic / duckbill
Coverage   Over the edge (1.30 m) Over the edge (1.30 m)
Net storage   2 l + 1 O 2 l + 1 O
Number of wraps   Variable: 1.5 - 6 Variable: 1.5 - 6
Twine wrapping system   Automatic Automatic
Twine pattern   Centre to side Centre to side
Twine arms   Twin, telescopic Twin, telescopic
Twine storage   6 l + 5 O 6 l + 5 O
Pre-programmed wrap choices (turns) 14, 18, 22 14, 18, 22
Customer programmed wrap choice (turns) 1 variable 1 variable
End wraps  Variable 2 - 4 Variable 2 - 4
Bale shape indicator  Electronic Electronic
Baler dimensions
Overall length (m) 4.47 4.75
Height (31 x 13.5 - 15) (m) 2.66 2.9
Height (480/45 - 17) (m) 2.68 2.9
Height (380/55 - 17) (m) 2.55 –
Weight
Auto wrap (kg) 2550 2820
Net / twine (kg) 2540 2810
Rotor Feeder (kg) – –
Rotor Cutter (kg) – –
Tyre possibilities
31 x 13.5 - 15  l l

480/45 - 17  O O
380/55 - 17  O –
Other equipment
Hydraulic brakes  O O
Bale ramp  l l

Maximum road** (kph) 50 50

* SuperFeed™ model only      ** Depending on local legislation      l Standard      O Optional      – Not available



New HollaNd. 
      a Real SpecIalISt IN youR 
    aGRIcultuRal BuSINeSS.

at your own dealer

Visit our website: www.newholland.com
Send us an e-mail: international@newholland.com

the data indicated in this folder are approximate. the models described here can be subjected to modifications without 
any notice by the manufacturer. the drawings and photos may refer to equipment that is either optional or intended for 
other countries. Please apply to our Sales network for any further information. Published by CnHI InternatIonal Sa. 
Communications & advertising. Bts adv. - 02/14 - (turin) - AP4301N/INB
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